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1.

INTIDDUCTION
In acoustics the term ultrasonics is used to refer to those
fre(Uencies which are above the range of human hearing; that is 1
frequencies above

approxi~tely

20,000 cycles per second.

Since the

laws of sotmd vmich are valid for the audible ranr:;e are also valid in
the ultrasonic range1 and since the wave length of ultrasonics is much
1.

Bergmann, L., Ultrasonics, New York; John Vfiley & Sons, Inc.,l938.

shorter than that of audible sound, ultrasonic has proved very
valuable in the

calcul~tion

of both the velocity and the absorption

coefficient of sound in various media.

This is especially notable in

the case of liquids, where the velocity of sotmd is much higher than
in air or other gases.

Prior to the application of ultrasonic

vibrations, the calculation of velocity of sound in liquids \·ras
beset with many difficulties, both experimental and interpreta.tional,
due to the long 1vave length (corresponding to a higher velocity) of
sound in the liquids.

Measurements of velocity of sound in water

were made in large lakes or rivers 1·lhere there could be no accurate
value of the temperature, or of the amount of dissolved substances in
the water.

Any experimenter who attempted to measure the velocity of

sound in a small container in the laboratory Has met 1dth many complications.

Since the wave length of the sound vras of the same order

as the dimensions of the radiation surface, corrections must be made
for the fact that these waves could not be considered plane; elastic
reaction of the walls of the container introduced a complicated
correction factor which Has of apprecb.ble macnitude in the audible
range.

2.

Because of the above mentioned difficulties, and others,
independent calculations of the velocity of audible sound in liquids,
i'J"here comparable, ha.ve been characterized by their lack of consistency.
Probably the best of the experiments by a resonance method in liquids
at audible frequencies are those by Pooler2 , who has measured the
2.

Pooler, L. G., The Velocity of Propa ga.tion of Longitudinal Waves
in Liquids at Audio-Frequencies, Physical Review, Vol. 35, P• 832,

1930.
VeLocity of sound in distilled water as a funcLion of temperature.
Using a correction formula developed for the purpose by Gronwall3, he
3.

Gronwall, T. H., The Lon£itudinal Vibra tions of a Liquid Contained in a Tube vlith Klastic vlalls, Physical Revim-r, Vol. 30, PP• 71-

8.3,

1927~

corrected his results for the error introduced by the elastic reaction
of the walls of the container.
Most of the difficulties and corrections involved in the determination of the velocity of sound in liquids 1vere eliminated by
Hubbard a nd Loomis4 who a.pplied the Pierce acoustic interferometer to

4.

Hubbard, J. c. :?.nd Loomis, A. L., Tl;e Velocity of Sound at I-Ligh
Frequencies by the Sonic Interferometer, P~ilosouhical Magazine,
Vol. 5, P• 1171, 1928.

liquids.

In the work herein described the author has concerned him-

self prirmrily 1dth the study of the va rious methods of measuring the
velocity 'of ultrasonics in oil and in distilled l'later as f tmctions of
temperature using an adaptation of the ultrasonic interferometer for
liquids.

From the velocity thus obtained are calculated the adiabatic

oem.pressibility and the bulk modulus of distilled •·rater.

3.

-

REVIN.i OF LITERATURE
The study of ultrasonics in li,:uids traces its origin to
Langevin5, who in 1917, demonstrated that it was possible to locate
5.

Langevin, Echo Sounding, Hydrographic Revie't-t (Honaco), Vol. 2, p.
51, 1924-25.

submarines by an echo sounding device which employed a mosiac of quartz
crystals faced with steel plates about four inches in diameter and one
inch in thickness.

The frequency range used in the sounder was from

40 to 100 kilocycles per second.

This source of ultrasonic waves

proved to have unexpectedly good qualities, both as to its radiating
ability and to its directional cha racteristics.
In 1923, Boyle and his collabora tors described in the Transactions
of the Royal Society of Canada6 a method of rendering the nodes of a
6.

Boyle, R. W. & others, Transactions of ~ Royal SocietY; of
Canada, Vol. 19, p. 167, 1925; Vol. 20, p. 245, . 1926; Vol. 21, p.
79, p. 115, 1927; Vol. 22, p. 371, 1928.

standing wave system in a

lic~uid

visible.

Their experiments were es-

sentially ultrasonic applica tions of the ideas of the Kundt 1 s tube.
At opposite ends of the t a nk in -vmich the licuid 1va s pla ced. Here
mounted simila r quartz sound genera tors with their planes vertical and
parallel.

The same driving potential vm.s applied to these sources and

the distance between them va ried u.11til standing iia.Ves 1vere set up
bet ween them.

The standing wa ves ,,.rere detected by fine particles of

coal cinders v.rhich uere sprinkled on top of the lic:uid and which
settled do1:m in the nodal planes and formed rovlS on a horizontal white
pla t e placed jus t beneath the sound beam.

These r01vs 1-rere photogr aph-

ed and from their distance a part the half vm.ve length in the liouid
was obtained.

4.

The method whici1 uc.s proved most successful both in the determina.tion of the velocity and of the absorption coefficient of ultrasonic vTaves in liquids 't'JB.s developed by Pierce7 for measurement o£

7.

Pierce, G. H., Piezoelectric Crystals Oscillators Applied to the
Precision Measurement of the Velocity of Sound in Air and C02 at
High Frequencies, American Aca.deJWl of Science, Vol. 60, p. 271,
1925.

the velocity of ultrasonics in air a.nd other gases.

A quartz

crystal, excited by a radio freouency oscillator, 1'/Cl.s mounted in such
a manner c:.s to r adiate an ultrasonic vibration horizontally in the gas.
In front of the crystal vm.s pl2.ced a metal reflector.

As the reflector

VTas moved, the plate current in the drivinr; oscillator passed through
successive maxima. (minirnn for liouids) a s resonance 1·m.s produced betvTeen the quo.rtz crystal and the reflector.

Since the distance between

two successive resonance points vm.s a h01.lf vmve length, Pierce was able
to cc:.lculate the velocity of sound in gases.

Although Pierce used

this method to cc-,lcula te only the velocity of sound in ve.rious ga ses,
the method
8.

1~s extended by Pielemeier8 to a calculation of the

Pielemeier, H. H., The Pierce Acoustic Interf erometer as an Instrument for the Determination of Velocity and Absorption, Physical
Review, Vol. 34, p. 1184, 1929.

absorption coefficient as vrell; hovvever, 2c s is pointed out by Klein
and Eershberr er9, his procedure in the calcula.tion of the absorption
9.

Klein, E. & Hershberger, vl. D., Use of the Pierce Acoustic Interferometer for the Determina.tion of Absorption in Gases for High
Frequency Sound Vl.:!.Ves, PhysicaiReview, Vol. 36, p. 1262, 1930.

coefficient may not ha.ve been entirely justified <ts he did not take
into consideration the f a ct that the Vc.ria.tions in

pl~; te

current v1ere

functions not only of the absorption in the gas, but of the circuit

5.
constants as rrell.

10.

Later Hubbard10 included in his analysis the

Hubbard, J. c., The Acoustic Resonator Interferometer: I. The
Acoustic System and its Equivalent Electric Net1·rork, Physicll.\
Revie1-r, Vol. 38, p. lOll, 1931.

equivalent electric network of the pla,te and coupled fluid column and
found the correction introduced by the constants of the driving circuit.
Fox11 extended this theory to the calcula tion of absorption coefficients

11.

Fox, F. E., Ultrasonic Interferometry for Liquid Hedia, Physica.\
Revie_.r, Vol. 52, pp. 973-81, Nov. 1937.

of liquids.
Hubbard and Loo:rnis 12 applied the idea of Pierce to liquids.

Their

12. Hubbard, J. C.. & Loomis, A. L., The Velocity of Sound a t High
Fre("'Uencies by the Sonic Interferometer, Philosophica l :Hagazine,
Vol. 5, p. 1177, 1928.
apparn.tus is shm'i!l in Figure 1.

It consisted of a cylindrical chamber

containine the licuid to be studied, in \vhich plnne compressional waves
1-.rere produced by a piezoelectric plo.te.

One of the electrodes of this

pla te vm.s connected to a high freouency oscilla tor, the other electrode
being in conta ct vrith the liquid .:md grotmded.
ed by a mo\1a.ble piston P, 'l·lhich

''~as

The H<:tVes riere reflect-

displaced by a micrometer screw so

as to be set a t successive points of resonance.

The frequency of the

oscillation vm.s so high that the H'C.1. Ve len.e;th in the liquid "i·m.s short
in compa rison vdth the diameter of the pla te.

Under these conditions

their experiments shorred that the effect of the vralls of the vessel
could be entirely neglected 1·rhen the piston 1;'aS vd.thin
meters of the plate.

2.

fe1·: centi-

IUein <md Hershbere;er13 gave the expression for

13. IG.ein, E. & Hershberr er, U. D., Supersonic Interferometers,
Physica\Review, Vol. 37, p. 760, 1931.

6.
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Fig, l
The ultrasonic interferometer used by Hubbard a.nd Loomis. Q is
a quartz crystal 'td th electrodes A and B. C. is the container which
held the liquid under stuqy. P is a glass piston which reflected
the ultrasonic beam generated by the quartz crystal to produce
standing waves~

7.
the anr:,: le of devic.tion of ener8Y fl'Orn the main beam as
Sin &- :r 1.22 )jn
'I'There 9 is the a_ngle between the axis of the radietor and the boundary of zero intensity of the central beam, D is the diamter of the
aperature or radia tion surface, }..is the i·m.ve length of the emitted
wave.

Also, they note that when the ratio of the diameter of the

radiating surface to the emitted wave length is greater than 121
then the emitted wave may be considered plane.
Probably the most spectacula r method of r.1easuring the velocity
of sound in a liquid, from the standpoint of a visible demonstration
of the effects, was developed by Debye and Searsl4.

14. Debye, P. a.nd Sears, F.

1-i., On the Scattering of LiE:;h t by Supe!'sonic Waves, Proceedings National_Academy ~ Science, Vol. lS,

p. 409, 1932.
Their method consisted of radiating a beam of ultrasonic vibrations
horizontally into a trough of rectangular cross section by a quartz
crystal.

Perpendicular to this beam a parallel beam of light from a.

slit S (Fig. 2) and collimator L1 passed through the liquid.

Since

the ultrasonic b eam consisted of essentially plane waves, the
variations in density in the waves acted as a diffraction grating.
Thus, diffracted irn.ages of the slit were produced on either side of
the central image by the lens 1 2 •

From the fc.rnilia r rela tionship

be.

for diffra ction gre.tings ma.yAdeduced
NA:

Xsine

where N is the ord er number of the image,
I .

A is the wave length of

incident licht, )\ 1s the vm.ve lenc.th of s ound, a nd 9 is the angle
of diffraction.

8,

s

T

L,

Q
I

(
Fig. 2

Diffra ction method used by Debye and Sears in
measuring the wave leneth of sound in li~rids. Q is
quartz radiator in tank T, w'hich contc>.ins the liquid.
Light comes fro:r..1 slit S, is coll imated by Ll., is
diffracted by ultrasonic beam in t ank, and lS focussed
on screen Sc by lens L 2 •

9.

A novel method of measuring both the velocity and the absorption of ultrasonics in a liquid v;as developed by R.ichardsonl5.
15.

The

Richardson, E. G., The Propa ga tion of Supers onics in Liquids,
Proceedings 9.£. ~ Physical Society, Vol. 52, Po 480, 19hO.

apparatus is shoi'm in Fig. 3.

It consistecf essentially of the

ordinary interferometer "tvi.th t he addition of a hot wire probe which
was in the grid circuit of a vacuum tube of suitable characteristics.
Since there v.r as a linear relation bet't·Teen the velc city (or particle
amplitude in the wave) and plate current, Richardson found that by
placing the hot v.. rire betvTeen the oscillating quartz crystal and
reflector, he could obtain values for the velocity and the absorption
in the liquid.
To measure the wave length of the ultrasonic radiation in a
liquid the hot idre was set at a fixed distance from the upper face
of the cr.ystal, and the reflector was moved to or from the hot wire.

Maxima in the readings of the current from the hot-wire vacuum tube
amplifier also occurred a.t regula r spacine s of a. half wave length.
The reflector v-ras then fixed at an inter·ral number of half wave
lengths from the radiating face of the crys t a l and the hot v.rire moved
along a vertical traverse betl-Teen them, readings of the hot wire
amplifier current being taken at regular intervals.
For one uho is interes ted e i the r in a gener al discussion of the
subject of ultrasonics or i n a general s urvey of the literature on

10.

Fig. 3
Hot ldre interferometer developed by Richardson

u.
ultrasonics, two r,enera.l articles , one by Richa rds1 5 and one by

15. Richards, W. T., Supersonic Phenomena, Reviev.r £f. Hodern Physic.§.,
Vol. 11, p. 36, 1939
Kitt eul6 have been written 1-.rith this purpose in mind.

16. Kittell, Charles, lQtrasonics Research and the Prop erties of
Hatter, Reports on Prop;ress i n Physics, Vol. 11, pp. 205-247,
1946-47.

12.
THE ULTRASONIC INTERFEBOMETm
In an ultrasonic interferometer standing waves are set up betv-reen tviO plane parallel surfaces.
of the surfaces

l'lC~.s

In the vrork here described one

a brass plate which ha.d been carefully polished.

The other was a C'Uartz crystal one and one-hc..lf inches in diameter.
The surfaces of the cryst2.l vmre silver plated to provide electrical
contact for a radio frecuency oscillator vlhich provided an alternating potential at the natural frecuency of the crystal
one case and 650 in the other).

(490

kc. in

Due to the piezoelectric effect of

quartz, an alternating potential at the surfaces produces mechanical
vibrations in the crystal.

Thus, mechanical waves at the natural

frequency of the crystal are set up in the liquid which surrounds it.
These \-raves progress through the liquid and are reflected from the
surface of the bro.ss plate.

If the brass plate is an integral

number of half-wave lengths from the crystal, the reflected waves
will be in phase with the vibrations of the crystal and the crystal
will oscillate 1·d .th maximum amplitude.

Since the crystal generates

a back piezo-electromotive force which is proportional to the
amplitude of the oscillations17, the plate current of the driving

17.

Randall, C. R., U1 trasonic l~easU:rements of the Compressibility
of Solutions and of Solid Particles in Suspension, Bureau 2.f.
Standards Journal of Research, Vol. 8, p. 79, 1934.

oscillator will be a. minimum when resonance is produced between the
reflector and crystal.

The distance betvreen tl'ro successive points of

plate current minima, then, is a value of the h:.;lf wave length of the
ultrasonic beam. in the liquid, from lvhich the velocity may be calculated.
In these experiments variations in the plate current of the
driving

oscillatorl-~ere

detected by setting a potentiometer across a

13.

two ohm resistor vrhich was in the rround side of the plate circuit.
The detector of the

balanc~

of the potentiometer ·das a ver<-J sensi-

tive galvanometer (labeled 4. in Fit. 4) •
placed in the oil bath
shovr.n in Fig.

5.

(3,

Fis•

4).

The interferometer was

A close-up of the oil bath is

The interferometer itself

ducer and a reflector.

c~nsisted

of a trans-

The front side of the transducer 1rras grounded,

the back side bein:; the hi ·h volta;;e side to eliminate sparking betltreen the transducer and tbe reflector uhich \·:as :rounded.
reflector distance >vas cban;.:ed by msc.ns of

:J.

'rhe

scre1: vlhich could be

a.dapted for either horizontal or vertical tmvel.
By first ba.lancin·~ the potentiometer, then movi ng the reflector

torJ"P..rd. or al·Iay froTI the OSCillatin . OUa.rtz cr;:,rste1.l, it-1-ras possible
to find positions of the reflector vrhich 1trere resonance points s:L11ply
b~r

notinc:: the position at

~ -"hic h

the deflection of the

.c~alvanometE:r

WCJ.s a maxirr.u.rn.

In the measurements of

tl~ e

velocity of ultrasonic vibrations in

oil, the transducer an!i reflector ;..,rcre :._.,l aced directly in the oil
since the oil

ua .~'

a EOOd insulator

cr-Jstal .s.t hi · b. voltar;es.

Tl-:e oil

erat-t: r c , tl•en a series of

read~:_n; ; s

plate. current '·.rer e taken.

a:·~d

el:L-:-:ina.te _'_ a rcing a round the

~·ras

brou ·. ht to t .h·_, desired temp-

oi'

~> c rc::~r sc t :~ in~; s

.::.t Elinimun

In evr:: '!"1J case the r ca.Ll:i.n ~ - s v:er e taken

over the entire travel of the scre1r ( 5 en.).

As ·there was a. back-

l ash in the screu, .s.ll reaclincs Her e t..a.ken v:ith tf:e scre't·J moving in
the same direction.·

14.

Fig.

4

The equipment used in measuring the velocity of ultrasonics in liquids. The components are oscillator (1), cabinet
enclosing impedance matching transformer (2), constant temperature oil bath (3), galvanometer used in detecting resonance (4),
voltmeter for measuring crystal voltage ( 5), and milliammeter
for measuring crystal current (6).

15.

Fig. 5
The oil bath Hhich controlled the temperature o£
the liquid. The thermometer (1) was calibrated to 0.2 C,
The screw (2) which moved the brass reflector had least cotUlt
of o.ool centimeter. The oil was agitated by Stirrer (3).
The thermostat (4) controlled the temperature.

16.
For measurement of the velocity in distilled water a cylindrical container having hard rubber

\~lls

and a fiber bottom was made.

This container was placed directly above the transducer in the oil
bath ,with the brass reflector inside it.

The ultrasonic beam

generated by the quartz transducer traveled through a short distance
of oil, through the bottom of the container, through the water, and
was reflected by the brass reflector.

The effect of the bottom of

the container on the measurement of velocity was unnoticeable, as
was demonstrated by making a preliminary measurement of the velocity
in oil, then placing the fiber sheet from which the bottom of the

container was made between the transducer and reflector and making
another determination of the velocity.

The results were identical.

17.

The power for the crystal oscillations was supplied by a radio
frequency oscillator obtained from Ultrasonic Engineering Company,
}faywood, illinois.

In the oscillator (See Fig. 6) tvro 304 Tl vacuum

tubes are operated in parallel at a maximum plate voltage of 2000
volts.

Under these conditions the max:imum. pm·.rer output Has of the

order of 500 1<1atts.

Although the oscillator v.ras seldom operated at

a maxinrum output, the available

;JOvler

meant that coupling bet1'reen

the oscillator and the crystal was not such a critical :matter.
The oscillator was designed for operation at a single frequency;
ho-vrever, it 1<ras found that by placing taps on the coil L in Fig. 6
the

fre ~uency

as well.

could be varied to accommodate a 650 kilocycle crystal

Since the

also controlled the

c~Jstal

which generated the ultrasonic vibrations

frec~ency

it proved to be a simple matter to

change the frequency under study.

All that vias necessary was that

the crystal in the oil bath be changed, the correct tap on coil L be
connected, and the proper tap on the secondary of the impedance
:matching transformer be selected.
The impedane:e matchine transformer (Fig. 7) vras placed in a
metal cabinet (labeled 2 in Fig. 1) for shielding.

Its primary was

:made of no. 20 copper vdre identical to l1, Fig. 6.

The secondary

was m:tde of no. 24 stranded vdre.

On the secondo.ry were placed taps

which allowed one to :match the output impedance of the oscillator to
the impedance of the particuh.r crystal in use.
was obtained by a cut-and-try process.

Impedance matching

A t ap "i'la s select ed at random,

then the oscillator 1·1as turned on and the relative value of RF current

.OS M. f
l()'t TL

30't T\..

T

...

.eO I

. 81-

.00\

~o~+

i~OC

fl.

Fig.

6.

The oscillator

•

-

Fig. 7
Impedance Hatching Transfonner

--

20.

versus plate current was noted.

The tap was moved and the process

was repeated until the maximum value of RF current for a given value
of plate current was obtained.
In order to obtain an approximate value for the crystal voltage
a potential divider arrangement made of resistors vtas placed inside
the cabinet.

Across part of the resistance was connected a Simpson

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter.

As the crystal voltage did not enter into the

calculations, it was necessa ry only to approxL~ate the crystal voltage~
This was done by a ssuming the voltmeter read 1/1000 of the crystal
voltage.

Actually it read 1/960 of the rms voltage.

1'\-ro cr;stal holders ·H ere desir,ned and made using ideas obtained

.
f rom C;3.r l J.n
18~

:a,

p. 105 and others.

The holder l'lhich

liaS

used in intel'-

Carlin, Benson, Ultrasonics, First edition, HcGrmv-Hill Book
Company, Nevr York, 1949.

ferometric mea.surements r adia.ted vertically.
is shown in Fig. 8.

A sketch of this holder

It can be seen :i.n use in Figs. 9 and 10.

In the

holder the crystal rests on a brass cylinder, inside of which iS an
air ba cking for t he

c~stal.

This is provided in order to increase

the intensity of radiation in the

fo~'la rd

direction.

As the impedance

matching behreen the oil and q_ua rtz is far better than that between
quartz and air, most of the energy is reflected from the bounda ry
betvreen the qttcJ.rtz and a ir and is radiated into the oil.

On the upper

face of the crystal is pl a ced a cylinder simila r to the one below.
This cylinder is open a t the top, v-rhich allovrs the beam of ultrasonic vibrations to radia.t e from the front f a ce of the quartz upward
into the oil.

The u pper surfa ce of the holder is a bra ss plate whose

21.
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ItO II

Fig. B
C~otal

holder used in interferometric

measurements~

22.

Fig. 9
Crystal holder in use showing
cavitation due to high intensity
ultra.sonic beam~

23.

Fig. 10
C:cysta1 ho1der in use shol.:ing ~und of
liC'uid created by ::.:-ad:i.a:tion presst:.re and
ptrr1ping action of ~~gh intensity ultrasonic
beam.

~-

face slopes alva.y i'ror.1 the hole in tho
sonic bea.in comes.

cente:~.~

throuch vrhich the ultra-

This is done to insure thr:.t any radiation 11hich is

spread <J.rray from tbc T:lain bearn 1·!ill not be nul tiply reflected betHe en
the reflector 2.nd tha front of the cr;y-st?l holder, but rr.ill be reflected
Ori;inally the trro

out into the iic'..l.id ':There it '::ill be d:Lssipated.

parts of the crystal holder v.rere held in plc.ce by }'olystyrene rods
'IJhich 1...-ere three.ded into the upper plate ond had c:. nut on the bottom ·
1•rhich -,;B.s tir;htcned on a

sprin.~ •

. It

;.;J.s

founci. that this

could not withstD.nd ter,1pera.h:.res .?..bove 60° centicrade.
found t!:.:>.t th8se rods Here u.nneces:::0.r""J
the cr;;rstal holdr:lr

'•·.'Cl.G

sufficient to

C'.S

II'...'J.teria.l

Later it "'v2.s

the 1...-ei.sht of the front of

~revent

the escaDe of the <lir

b<?.cldng. ·
The second crysta.l holder

ht:~d.

essentiall:r the same features as

the first except thc.t it v.ras designed to radiate the ultrasonic bean
horizonta.lly.

Fig. ll is a sketch of this bolder.

holder in use.
side.

Fie . 12 shows the

The front face of this holder was the high voltP..r·e

The holder

'WaS

held

tc ~:~etrcr

by brass bolts, one of Hhich vJB.s

pointed a.nd s o oriented tr.at the dj_sta.nce bet v:een the poi.'l.t and the
ground side of U.e holder "'·J'C'I.s less th3.n tte tticlmess of the crystal.
vne holder it vrould
Thus, if tl1e re v.rc re e1.n a.rc bchreen the r.:c..rts of -1.'

occur betvreen the poi.nt a.nd the t round side c:>.nd not around the crystal,
which invariably ruins the crystal.

Insule.tion het•rcen the Dc.rts ·of

the holder \-.'as attained by usin:; a plate of polystyrene
over the

backin.~ ·

cylinder.

On the

backin~~

~la.ccd

slipped

cylinder we re flanges

a. ~'-~.inst t-.rhich th e pol : ·ct yr E:. ne I)l ate res ted, then

tension of the sprine s vhich 1·re re

"~<rhich

';!aS

:held in place by

on the bolts.

To change

25.
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Fig. 11

The crystal holder designed to
radiate ultrasonic beam horizontally.

26.

Fig. l2
The crystal holder as uced to
radiate beam horizontally.

27.
a crystal, then, all that was necessa.zywas that the tension be released on the springs, the front face end the polystyrene plate be
rotated throur;h 90° and lifted off the back part of the holder.

The

ci".rstal l·m.s changed, then the front of the holder was replaced and
the tension on the springs restored.
The mounting of this crystal holder is of particular
It can be seen in Fie. 13..

interest~

It is IP.ade so that t he crystal holder

~·

be moved to any p8.rt of the tank and may be oriented in virtually arry
angle.

This 1vas accomplished by having the mounting travel horizon-

tally alone the length of the tank on brass. rods e-nd rotate about a
vertical axis and a.bout a horizontal a.Y..is perpendicular to the length
of the container.
The glass container sho1-m in Fig. 1..3:. was used in observing the
diffraction of light by ultra.sonics.

As has been mentioned, the dif-

fraction effect discovered by Debye .:md Sears is useful only at the
higher ultra sonic frequencies in the determination of the wave length,
and hence the velocity of ultrasonics in liquids; hm·r ever, it rtas discovered in thes e ro..-periments that by the use of a reflector to set up
standing

~.ves

in the path of a beam of light, the diffraction effect

could be used in a dete:nnin:1.tion of the 1-m.ve length of ultrasonics
having a frequency a s low a s 490 kilocycles per second~

This was in

effect a combinzt i on of the interferometer and the diffraction method
of measuring the ·Have length.
The gla ss trough containing the ultrasonic transducer and reflector is pl a.ced between the collimator and telescope of an ordinary
spectroscope.

A mercury vapor lamp is placed in such a position that

.28,.

Fig.
Arr~ngement

13

for obse~ diffraction
of lieht by ultrasonics;

29.

the light coming from it is collimated, then passes perpendicular to
the path of the ultrasonic beam.

The experimenter looking into the

telescope can see diffracted images of the slit in the

collimator~

As w"'u.ld be expected from the fact tmt the half v-rave length is of
the order of 1.3 mm., the separation of the images is very

sli ~~ht,

but under ordinary conditions it is not uncom:rnon to see t1velve to
fifteen orders of :i.Imges.

Nov.r, as the reflector is moved, the observer

notices th?.t the number of orders of images visible is changing.

This

is because of the fact that the number of orders o:f images depends
upon the relative light transmitting properties of the various parts
of the liquid.

That is, "1-'lhen standing l"/B.ves are set up the relative

density at a node compared to that at an antinode is nru.ch [;reater
than 1·rhen traveling waves proeress through the liquid or rihen the
distance betHeen the radiator and the reflector is not an integral
number o:f half w·ave lenGths.

Thus, \·rhen standing waves are set up

there l'rill be a :ma..."Cimum number o:f orders of images visible.

By noting

the reflector position at v-rhich there is a maximum number of images
visible, then

mo~..Jlg

the reflector to the adjacent point lvhere the

munber of images is a :rnax:imum and again taking a reading o:f the
reflector position, one may obtain from the distance bet1reen these
two points a value for the half Have length.

This method proved to be

less 8.ccurate than the interferometer and ''las limited to cc>-lculations
of the velocity at room temperatures.

30.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental set-up used in obtaining values of halfv-~ave

lengths in liouids can be seen in Figure 4.

experimental procedure
the oil bath.

\'laS

as follol'rn.

In taking data the

The transducer vras placed in

The reflector v.ras placed directly above it and was

moved close to the front of the transducer.

By using a long handled

mirror similar to those used by dentists, it i'ras possible to a.djust
the reflector so that its face

v-~as

parallel to the crystal face.

After this adjustment vms made the reflector lras moved to the maximum
distance allm·:ed by the scre11 mechanism.
The oscillator vras turned on and \vas adjusted to the operating
current.

BY turninc the lD1ob in the upper right corner of the

oscillator (Fig. :4) c.nd noting the point at u}1ich the RF current 1-m.s
maY...im:um, it vm.s possible to tune the oscillator to the nc;.tural fre-

quency of the crystal.
The potentiometer vms b..1.lanced, first by using a less sensitive
,~alvanometcr,

4 in Fig.

l~).

then svdtchine to the sensitive ealvanometer (labeled
As the reflector

liaS

moved, this gc.lvanometer gave a

1112.ximum nepative deflection vfhen resomnce betHeen the crystal and

reflector i'ffi.s obtained.
fre c:uency

\~-as

accurate to

vfith the reflector at a resonance point, the

measured by a BC-221.-J frequency meter \·Thich was

± 0.1

kc.

(It 1·ra s i mporto.nt to take the frequency at a

resomnce point since the frecuency changed bett'leen points of
resonance).
After notinc the t emper ature, a series of readings of the position of the reflector at resonance :Joints 1'fere taken along the fU:U

31.

travel of the screw ( 5 em.).

The difference betl'reen any tuo sue-

cessive readings thus obtained vm.s a value of the half l.vave length
of the so-:..md in the lic,u icl.
values of the half

~<mve

'lhis procedure UJ.Ve between 30 and 40

lensth for any particular run.

Ead the diste.nc c between each of the resono.nce points been determined o.nd the

avera ;~e

of all these vc;,lues been t<:'.ken, the most

prob~

able value of the half v.m.ve length rti.r,ht not have been obtained.

This ·

procedure is equivalent to subtracting the final reading from the first
and dividinp by the number of resona.nce points, vrhich r:1eans

th~.t

for

this procedure the readincs beti·Teen the first and the last have no
effect on the final value of the half '.·.rave length.

Assuming thCi.t all

readin13s are equally valid, Pierce19 developed a formula for obtaining

19.

Pierce, G. vi., Piezoelectric C~Jstals Oscillators Ap;)lied to the
Precision Heasuremcnt of the Velocit:r of Sound in Air and co 2 at
Hip;h Frequencies; ProceedinEs of the American Academy of Arts !iill!.
Sciences, Y£1. 60, p. 271, 1925.

the v·reir:hted rrlcan VB.lue of the quan.Si ty 'f2 from such a series of readings c;,s 1:ras taken

b~r

this experimenter.

He :;ave the formula as

'i\ c..., t .l (~ .. ,) o...1- -t '3 (n-1) «1..3-+ • • •-t
"f\-t'-(n-1) -t3('t\-l}1-·•··
where

)j2

'Y\o.....n..

+n

is the ho.lf -vrave length, tbe an's are the different values

of the half Have lcn:,th obtained by subtr2.cting the reading at any
particular resonant point
precedins it, and n is

tl~. e

i'rOT!l

th e rec>.ding 2.t the point irnmediately

total number of such readin;:s; e.g. if there

1.·1ere 35 readinr:;s taken betvmen the zero setting of the screi1 and the
setting at rnaxi.mtun disph.cement, then n vrould be 35.

The preceding

32.

formula 1rro.s used in interpreting the data obtained in these experiments.

33.
RESULTS

The results of the measurement of ti-.e velocity of 1,90 kilocycle
per second sound in transformer oil

(~·Jestinghouse

'IV·Jemco C") as a

function of tenperature on tvlO different occasions are shovm in Fig.

14,

The procedure for t aking the data for curve no. 1 -vras that the

velocity at room temperature i'Ta.s determined, then the oil was heated
to a hig,her temperature and the velocity at this temperature --vm.s
determined.

This process vm.s repeated for temperatures up to 7f5°C.

Later it 1-1as desired to fill in the uoints between 26 and L..0°C. and
between h5 and 60°.

1\lhen CJ.n attempt i-.ras made to mensure the velocity

a.t 35°, the point fell considerably belm-; the st.ra.i::;ht line predicted
by previous measurements.
beloH curve no. 1.
due to some

At 40° a gain the point fell considerably

To ascertain llhether the difference observed was

exper~nental

error, the oil bath "ms held at approximately

40° and two more runs 1-1ere oo.de.

The a greement of the results of

these three runs can be seen on curve No. 2 at approximately 40°0.
Since the results of the second series of measurements '\vere
disagreeing v-r.ith the results of the first series, but 1·rere shmring an
unumtal consis tency, it was desired to complete the

measur~ent

velocity for all temperatures 1·rlthin the e.."'q>eriment.:d ranee.

of

CUrve

no. 2 is the result of these measurements.
This peculiar benavior of the velocity of 'u ltrasonics in oil may
be explained in the follov-r.L11g manner.

As the oil is heated some of

the lighter molecules a re driven off in the form of a vapor (A vapor
was indeed ooserved nt t emperatures above 60°c.).

The heavier

moi.ecules which are left then transmit the ultrasonic vibrations at a
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Fig. l~.

The velocity of sound in oil as a functi on of temperature.

'1 5.
_,

J.ower veJ.ocity.

This explanation a grees 1dtn the fact that after the

oil had cooled from the series of measurements in obtaining data for
curve no. 2 the velocity at 26.8 and 27.7°C was less than that predieted by either o1' the two previous curves.

(These are the points

at 1308 and 1312 meters per second below curve no. 2.)
Since heating the oil changed its reaction to sound, no attempt
-vms made to use the data obtained for a calculation of physical
constants of the oil since they i'fould be meaningless.
In Fig. 15 is shovm the varia tion of the velocity of sound with

temperature in distilled 't·rater.
during these experiments.

C1J,rve no. 1 was plotted from data

For comparison, curves 2 and 3 from

Mason20, .and Pooler21 respectively.

The curve by M:tson . was obtained

20.

Mason, lv. P., Piezoelectric Crystals ~ Their Application 12,
Ultrasonics, New York: D. Van Nostrand Co•, Inc., P• 33$, 1950.

21.

Pooler, L. G., The Velocity of Propagation of Longitudinal Waves
in Liquids at Audio-Frequencies, Physical Revievr, Vol. 35 1
p. 832, 1930.

using ultrasonic vibrations.

That by Pooler 't'ffi.S obta ined from

audible frequency measurements.

22.

Also, Hubbard and Loomis 22, using

Huboard, J. c.. and A. L. Loomis, The Velocity of Sound at High
Frequencies by the Sonic Interferometer, Philosophical Magazine,
Vol~ 5, P• 1177, 1928.

ultrasonic frequencies obtained a curve which was identical to tnat
by Hason up to 40°C. which was tne limit of tneir work.

Throughout

the range the difference bet-vreen any tvro of the curves is less than
1%.

The hir;h value of velocity indicated by curve no. 1 may be

explained by the fact tna.t tne distilled rm.ter used in these experi-

.

36.
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Fig.

15

The ve.Locity of 490 KC sound in distil.ied lvater
a. s 2. function oi' temperature. Curve 1 is result
of present work, curve 2 is from Hasan, a nd curve
3 is from Pooler. (See Text).

37.

ments may have contained some dissolved ions.

23.

Loomis and Hubbard23

Loomis, A. L. and J. c. Huboard, A Sonic Interferometer for
Measuring Compressional Velocities in Liquids: A Precision
Method, Journal
the Optical Society of America, Vol. 171
p. 295, 1928.

££

gave curves for various concentratlons o1· NaCl a s a function o1· temperature.

Their curve 1"or 0.99% NaCl in disti.Lled rm.ter lS almost

identical to curve no. 1. Fig.

1.5.•

From tne ve.loci ty V ot· sound in water obtained in these experiments were calculated tne adiabatic
modulus

& for

water.

compressibuity~ct

and tne bulk

These quantities are related by tne following

equations:

and

- _L
G
- - ~~

where ~ is the density ot· water.

The va riation of tnese quantities

witn temperature is sho~-m in Fig. 1$.

In Fig. 17 are plotted curves

showing the variation of the adiabatic compressibi.iity of water witn
temperature as calculated by Randall24 from tne velocity of sound in

24. Randa ll, c. R., Ultrasonic Measurements of the CompresolbiLity
of Solutions and of Solid Particles in SUspension, Bureau of
Standards Jou~nal of Researcn, Vol. B, P• 79, 1934.
uater obtained from ultrasonic measurements; by Pooler from the velocity
obtained from measurements in the audible range; and by tne author.

The

max:i.nru.m diffe rence between the results of tne present work and tnose of
Pooler is approximately

2.3%,

while the maximum difrerence oetween the

results of tne present rrork and tnose of Randal.i is approximately

o. 7%.
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Fig. 16
The adiabatic compressibility and bulk
modulus of distilled 1mter as functions
of temperature.
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The adiabatic compressibility as a function
of temperature by different observers.

40.
ERRORS

Althougn tne resu.its of t ne velocity of sound in distilLed
·water a gree ,,'itn t ne results ootained by l'.!B.son2 5 to within oetter

25. Hasen,

~;J . P., Pie:z.oe.Lectric CrystaJ..s a nd Their App.Lica tiou !:2,
Ultrasonics, New York: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1950.

that one percent throughout the range of temperatures, an accuracy
of bett er

tr~n

4%cannot

be clain1ed for the present work.

large pos s ible error i s due

prj~.rily

This

to the values obtained for the

half vro.ve length of sound in the liquid.

The average deviation from

t he mean of the individual vc.lues of ha.l.f wave length in all the runs
made in calcula ting the points on the curves in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16
was approxima.tely

4%.

This produced an error of approximately

in the fin-'ll value for the velocity of sound in the liquid.

3. 7%

This

error i'ias introduced by the fact that even l'men the eq.ri.pment was
completely unattended there l'TaS a fluctuation in the plate current
of the oscillator l"lhich -vms sui'ficient to make the galvanometer creep
from one end of the scale to t he other, then ba ck again.

It is not

known by this experimenter l'rhether this fluctuation was caused by
the oscilla tor or

1·m s

in the supply voltace.

(A voltage regulator

\'laS

used on the line voltage throughout a.ll of the interferometric
measurements. )

26.

Also, 2.s

i'la.S

noticed by Hubba rd a nd Loomis 2 6, the

Hubba rd, J. C. a nd A. L. Loomis, The Velocity of Sound at High
Freouencie s by the Sonic Interferometer, Philosoohical Magazine,
Vol. 5, p. 1177, 1928.

minima in the pl ate current of the oscillator became less and less
sha rp a s the t emperature was inc r eased, making it difficult to judge
whether the motion of the galvanometer at a particular point wa.s due

4l.

to resonance or 1:1as due to the nnexplainable fluctuation of plate
current mentioned above.
The frequency meter used t-m.s calibrated in steps of 0.2 kilocycle; hov.rever, the readings were sufficiently far apart on the dial
tha.t the re 1-ro.s no difficulty in interpolating to 0.1 kilocycle.

This

error, in a.nalysis, proved to be small compared to the error introduced by the precision measure of the half-wave length.

Another

possible Sl11c.ul error in frequency wa.s co.used by the natural .frequency
of the crystal 11hich va ried bet1rreen the limits o.f h88.9 and 489.9
kilocycles in the temperature r a n ge covered.

This error was prac-

tically elimimtted by reading the frequency at each of the temperatures
where points 1:rere made for the graphs.
The maximum variation of temperature in any one set of readings
'\'ras

o.6°.

The maximum error introduced in the .final result by

t emperature fluctuations vms less than 0.2%, vrhich is relatively small
compared to t he error introduced by the precision measure of the wave
length.

42.
StThmARY

The ultrasonic interferometer has been used in the determi..na.tion
of the half wave length and hence the velocity of ultra.sonic vibrations in liquids.

The velocity of 490 kilocycle sound in distilled

1ora.ter a s a function of temperature was plotted and compared with
other results obtained from measurements in both the ultrasonic and
audible regions.

From the velocity of sound in distilled water was

calculated the adiabatic compressibility and the bulk roodulus for
distilled v.m.ter.

A r,raph of thes e quantities as functions of temp-

erature Wc:'.s made and a comparison of the adiabatic compressibility
curve was made to the curves obtained by Randall from measurements in
the ultrasonic region and by Pooler from measurements in the audible
region.

43.
CONCLUSION
The ultrasonic interferometer used in these experiments shows
possibilities of very

ac~1rate

determination of both the velocity and

the absorption coefficient of sound in various liquids.
Accuracy of measurements can be improved by:
of the supply voltage; (2) addition of a

c~stal

circuit to control the frequency; (3) a scr ew
attached

pe~~nently

(1)

stabilization

in the oscillator

mech~.nism

11hich can be

to the reflector in the interferometer.

A

control cr ystal in the oscillator vrill 2.llow the trcmsducer to be
driven at frecuencies other thEm its natural one, vlhich vli.ll eliminate
the fre quency shift due to a ch.:mge .o f temperature of the transducer,
and Hill keep t he frequency constant ,,.hen the reflector .in the intexferometer is being moved.

M:tking the screvr and reflector in the

interferometer a single unit 1.rill allow more accurate a.:\.igmnent of the
reflector l·lith the crystal f a ce, vlhich in turn rr.i.J.l increase the
sha rpnes s of the plate current minima.
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